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According to some sources, Gerardo Matos
Rodriguez sold the composition of La
Cumparsita to an Argentine editor for 50 pesos.
He bet this sum on a horse, lost the day. That
same day, he donated the money to the Italian
Red Cross. In 1920, the song La Cumparsita
was released in an Argentine tango. Initially,
the composer Gerardo Hernan Matos Rodrguez
wanted to keep it secret. However, he did not
succeed. Many of his friends had already heard
the song and asked to learn the song.
Eventually, the song was heard by Tito Schipa,
who sang it in the film Radio City. At first,
Rodrguez did not know why people loved the
song so much. Then, he listened to the radio
City and realized the success was
overwhelming. La Cumparsita uses a number of
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musical techniques, including chromaticism. Its
chord progression is wide-ranging, and it has a
very typical jazzy beginning. It starts in the key
of C minor, with an odd diminished chord
(C♯-F). The tune was popularized by Tito Schipa,
who got the lyric, “La Cumparsita” from a
Uruguayan cabaret in Chicago. Tito was a great
Argentinian singer who got his first big hit with
“La Luna”. The words and melody of “La
Cumparsita” were adapted to the song “La
Sirena” in the film “Radio City”. The film “Radio
City” featured Tito Schipa's debut in the
eponymous song. La Cumparsita is one of the
most known tangos of all time. It is one of those
tangos that seems to have been created in a
different era. One of those tangos that are
perfect to dance to any occasion. The songs
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provides you with great energy, and when you
sing along, it really becomes an intense
experience. You don't need an emotional
connection to get the message of this song.
Everyone can relate to this song because
everyone has gone through this experience.
Why not to leave an emotional comment to
express your feeling on this song?
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Translations: La cumparsita. Song The masked
one, because of the mask Death is a paradox.
Sometimes we must face the fact that we will

never understand it. Scale Glue: the only
difference in the scale is the addition of a b5
over G on the 5th string; the other strings are
the same. The notes you can see on the 6th

line are the notes being played on the guitar;
I’ve added an F# on the 6th string, which

explains the extra note in the scale. The other
notes are the same as the standard version. La
Cumparsita - Tango - Music by Gerardo Matos

Rodrquez (1897-1948) - Classical Guitar -
Tablature - PDF & Ebook - 768page(s) - 132

sounds Duration: 4m 53s. - Music - Sheet Lyrics
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translated to english by Spotify" data-thumbnail
-url="https://assets.spotify.com/assets/media/i
mages/mus_298/medium_298.7828094536801
99.JPG?sk=67ccf4a5ae0d2b149ba72a3638def2
d5" data-thumbnail-url="https://assets.spotify.c
om/assets/media/images/mus_298/medium_29
8.782809453680199.JPG?sk=67ccf4a5ae0d2b1
49ba72a3638def2d5">Now in your Spotify app

Digital Downloads are downloadable sheet
music files that can be viewed directly on your
computer, tablet or mobile device. Once you
download your digital sheet music, you can

view and print it at home, school, or anywhere
you want to make music, and you dont have to

be connected to the internet. Just purchase,
download and play! La Cumparsita - Tango -

Music by Gerardo Matos Rodrquez (1897-1948)
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